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Overview of AlphaMCS information system.  The information contained within this document is 
intended for informational purposes only.  This document and all information contained are considered 

confidential and should not be distributed without prior consent of AlphaCM, Inc. 
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Call Center and Enrollment  
 
When a call comes into the call center and it is answered by call center staff.  The Staff member will 
begin a new call in AlphaMCS and start by recording the caller(s) name and the phone number they are 
calling from.  When the call number is entered the AlphaMCS system pulls previous calls from this 
number and presents that information to the call center staff in a tile on the call screen.  The AlphaMCS 
Screen is created to be a dynamic user interface to allow fluid access to caller/client information while 
retaining the ability to continue processing the present call.  The call center staff continues to handle the 
call and can review the previous call information listed from the most recent call.  The staff member can 
see the list of calls with the time and date of the call, a brief description and the disposition of the call.  
The staff can choose to select the previous call for review while continuing to handle and record the 
current call.  If the current call is about a client, a new tile is populated with previous call history about 
that consumer.  The initial tile with caller information will remain active on the screen for immediate 
access by the Call Center Staff.  Additionally, the call center staff is presented with the pertinent 
consumer information that will allow them to handle the call appropriately.  This information is 
presented in different tiles on the same screen.  The presented information includes: 

 Primary 

o Call history 

o Upcoming appointments 

o Past STR/Referral 

o Clinical Tags 

o Demographics 

 Age  

 Sex 

 Location 

o Diagnostic profile 

o Current Services 

 Current  Authorizations 

 Past 5 service claims / 90 days 

o Consents 
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Call Screen 

 
 
 
The staff can review any or all of the information required to properly handle the call without leaving 
the call screen.  They can simply switch tiles and review the necessary information.  The staff records all 
of the needed information for the call and the narrative of the call.  If the call is purely informational, the 
staff will give the information and record the disposition and close the call.   
 
If the call is an emergent call and needs to be handled by another staff member, the initiating staff 
member can send a request to the qualified staff member to perform an emergent transfer.  The 
qualified staff member receives a modal alert within the AlphaMCS system notifying them that they 
have an emergent call transfer from another call center staff member.  The staff can accept the transfer 
and all currently recorded call information along with all ancillary information  will appear on the new 
staff members screen and the transferring staff member will be alerted that the staff has accepted the 
transfer and can then follow the MCO’s designated phone call transfer procedure.  If the member 
cannot accept the transfer the staff attempting to transfer the call is notified and can select another 
staff member to transfer the call to. 
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Call Transfer 

 
 
 
If the consumer is not currently enrolled with the MCO the call center staff can perform the needed 
enrollment at the time of the call. The call center staff will be presented with the appropriate form and 
enrollment elements based on the consumer’s Insurance / Benefit Plan. (e.g., the NC required STR for 
State Funded consumers).  There are several completion options for the MCO Call Center Staff.   The 
staff can start a new enrollment and complete it during the initial call.  The staff member can begin an 
enrollment and “save” it through a save function in AlphaMCS to be completed at a subsequent call.  
The MCO Call Center staff can also create a referral to another group, like a provider, who can then 
access the saved enrollment through MYMCSPortal and complete it during an initial assessment.  The 
completed enrollment can then be submitted to the MCO through MYMCSPortal for consideration.   All 
enrollments must be approved by the MCO for uploading into AlphaMCS.  
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Enrollment 

 
 
 
 
If the call center staff determines that the client needs care coordination and the MCO offers care 
coordination with internal staff, the call center staff will select care coordination referral and will be 
presented with a schedule of times available for a care coordination intake.  The staff will present the 
options to the consumer and will reserve the time agreeable to the consumer.  The AlphaMCS system 
will notify the care coordination staff that a new intake has been scheduled.  The care coordination staff 
can then determine which care coordinator will perform the intake.  The care coordination staff will 
perform the intake and complete the enrollment form started by the call center.   
 
If the call center staff determines that the consumer needs to be referred to a provider for services, they 
will select the appropriate filters and will be presented with a list of providers that match the criteria.  
The list will be ordered by specialty, location and appointment availability.  The staff member can then 
select multiple providers to offer and will be presented with the time slot schedules in a side by side 
view.  The consumer will be presented with the choices and will make a selection.  The staff member will 
select the open slot and will reserve the slot for the client and link the enrollment form.  The provider 
will be notified by email and through the MyMCSportal that they have received a referral and it can be 
reviewed and accepted by the provider.  If the provider does not accept the referral the call center staff 
is notified that the provider has not accepted the referral and that it must be followed up on.  Providers 
can manage open referral slots by using the slot scheduler in the MyMCSportal.  After an appointment 
has been completed, the provider can update the referral with the current status with appointment 
kept, no show or rescheduled.  If the appointment is rescheduled the provider must specify who 
requested the scheduling change and the new date of the appointment.  If the provider does not update 
the status after the appointment date has passed or indicates the client has no showed or cancelled 
without rescheduling, the MCO call center staff that handled the call is notified to follow up with the 
consumer.  The follow up is recorded along with the appropriate status of the referral. 
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Slot Scheduler 

 
 
 
 
If the call center staff determines that the consumer needs an inpatient referral, they will select 
inpatient referral and will be presented with a list of inpatient facilities providing the type of services 
needed.  The staff will then attempt to place the consumer in a facility.  Each placement attempt is 
recorded along with the reason the person was or was not placed.  The call center staff will create an 
emergency authorization for the service and accepting facility based on the MCO determined rules and 
type of facility.   
 
Enrollment forms that have been completed by the call center staff or a provider are submitted for 
review with the exception of emergency placements.  The MCO eligibility staff review each enrollment 
form and make the determination of eligibility based on the MCO’s rules.  If the enrollment is approved 
the submitter is notified by email and through the MyMCSportal if appropriate.  If the enrollment staff 
finds an issue with the enrollment form, they can send the form back to the submitter with comments 
to allow the submitter to correct and resubmit.  If the enrollment is found to be a duplicate, the 
enrollment form is linked to the current client and used as an update to the client record. 
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AlphaMCS Call Center and Enrollment Process Workflows

Call comes into 
the Call Center

MCO Identifies Call 
Type and documents 

in AlphaMCS

Is this an 
Information only 

call?

End

Info Given

Record call 
disposition

MCO Documents 
Caller Information

Call is about a 
specific client

No

Pull Call History

Yes

Pull Call History

Pull upcoming 
Appointments

Pull past STR / 
referrals

Pull clinical tags

Pull demographic 
profile

Pull Diagnostic 
profile

Pull Current services

Pull consents

Call is Emergent 
or Urgent

MCO staff 
Credential to 

take Emergent 
or Urgent

 calls

Call 
transferred 

to 
credentialed 

staff

No

Credentialed Staff 
Accepts Transfer / 

review status

Yes

Client Enrolled

Enroll Client

No

Care 
Coordination 

Referral

Inpatient 
Referral

Provider ReferralYes

Select Care 
Coordination  
Appointment

Care 
Coordination 

Notified of 
Appointment

End

Yes

Record Inpatient 
trracking

Contact Facility

Placement 
Accepted

Create Auth for 
inpatient

Record Placement 

Care 
Management 

Notified

Got to Slot 
Scheduler

Yes

STR Completed by 
Provider

Eligibility Reviewed Duplicate Eligible Client Enrolled

Send Back

Yes

No

ENROLLMENT



AlphaMCS Slot Scheduler Process Workflow

MCO Chooses 
Service / County / 

Specialty

AlphaMCS 
database

Provider list is 
shown with next 
available Appts.

Resulting schedule 
pulls Multiple 

providers meeting 
criteria to offer as 

choice

Appointment 
Selected

Appointment 
recorded and 

linked to referral

Referral sent to 
provider through 

portal

Display 
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offered
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Appointment 
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from My 
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Yes
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Provider Must 
Update MCO 

through MCSPortal

Appointment 
Rescheduled in 

AlphaMCS

Appointment Time 
Passes

Rescheduled by 
MCO

Email Sent to 
Provider to update 

status

Update given 
timely

No ShowEnd

Notice Sent to MCO
Follow-up 
Required

Follow-up 
Performed

Reschduled

Justification 
Recorded

Got to 
beginning of 
Scheduling

Yes

Yes

No Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

No

MCO Set up of 
Provider Available 
Time for Referral/

Intake

Follow-up 
form 

completed

Reporting

Provider 
Completes STR 

and Submits 
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through My 
MCSPortal

STR Completion 
required

Yes
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Completeness

Incomplete

Goto Call 
Center and 
Enrollment

Complete
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AlphaMCS Retroactive Eligibility 
Process Workflow

Manual Entry of 
Eligibility

Adjustment

EDI Eligibility 
Adjustment

Retroactive 
Eligibility

Higher Level 
Hierarchy

Increase 
Eligibilty

Yes Yes

Update Record

No

Check Claims

Check Open Auths

Higher Priority

Yes

Update Record

End

No

Yes

No

Invalidates Auth EndNo

Notify UR 
Coordinator of 

invalid 
Authorizations

Go to 
Authorization 

Adustment 

Yes

Claims Record 
Adjustment

End

Go to Claims 
Adjustment 

Process

No

Yes
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AlphaMCS 834 / 820 process Workflows

834 File Record
AlphaMCS 
Database

Process Records in 
834

Match Existing 
Client

Update Insurance 
Record

Retroactive 
Go to Retroactive 
Eligibility Process

EndCreate Client Record

Create Insurance 
Eligibility

No

Yes Yes

No

820 File Record
AlphaMCS 
Database

Process Records in 
820

Match 834 
Records

Record Link

Record Exceptions

Produce Exceptions  
Production Report

Produce Exceptions  
Production Report

No

Yes Produce Enrollment 
Report

Produce Enrollment 
Report

End

 

  



 

Authorization Process 
 
After an individual has been fully enrolled in AlphaMCS, a Provider will have the ability to submit a 

request for authorization electronically.  To request an authorization for a consumer, a provider logs 

into MyMCSportal and has the option of creating a new authorization request for a consumer or 

choosing an existing authorization to use as a template.  If a provider chooses to utilize an existing 

authorization for a new service authorization request (SAR), the SAR will be pre-populated with the base 

information and the provider will be able to modify/complete all of the elements and submit the SAR for 

review by the MCO.  AlphaMCS supports the provider’s ability to request multiple services in a single 

SAR.  Each service will however be reviewed and authorized by the MCO as a separate but related 

request.  The information contained in the SAR will have required fields that help to inform the MCO in 

their decision process.  The provider must complete all required fields on the SAR in order to submit it 

for review by the MCO.  If the provider does not complete the SAR, they will be alerted to the missing 

elements and will be prompted to complete those items.  AlphaMCS includes a “save” feature during the 

SAR completion process to allow the provider to start a SAR and complete it at a later time.  Providers 

will see on their MyMCSportal that they have saved SAR’s that have not been submitted to the MCO.  

The timeframes for MCO review start only after the SAR is fully complete and submitted to the MCO 

with the required documentation to support a valid request (see NC Clinical Policies).   

In situations where additional information is required to support the medical necessity of a request, 

AlphaMCS allows the provider to upload supporting documentation linked to the SAR for review by the 

MCO.  All supporting information will be attached to the client chart as clinical documentation that can 

be reviewed at any time by the MCO and the uploading provider.  This allows a provider to submit the 

clinical documents one time for access by all MCO units with security privileges.   

AlphaMCS provides functionality for providers to indicate “special” requests on SAR submissions, for 

instance EPSDT.  The client must be a child and enrolled in Medicaid for the EPSDT option to be available 

for selection.  The provider may also mark the request as urgent.  If the request is marked as urgent it 

will jump to the top of the request queue and will have a clear indication that the request is urgent.  If a 

provider attempts to mark a request as urgent that has a service start date greater than the days into 

the future specified by the MCO, the provider will be alerted that the request does not qualify as an 

urgent request and must be sent with a standard priority.  

After submission, the provider may monitor the status of any and all SAR’s through the MyMCSportal.   
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MyMCSportal Service Authorization Request Creation 

 

 

After submission of the SAR, the AlphaMCS system determines how to route the request to the 

appropriate MCO staff for review based on the MCO’s preference.  The MCO may choose to manually 

route all requests.  In this case, all requests will go to a general queue where staff may pull the request 

and assign it to themselves or to the appropriate staff member to review.  If the MCO chooses to setup 

routing rules for SARs, the AlphaMCS system will use the information in the SAR to follow the rules and 

route to the appropriate staff for review.  In addition to the routing rules, the AlphaMCS system will look 

for staff availability and workload to determine where to route the SAR.  The AlphaMCS system also 

looks to staff assignment and availability to route requests for authorizations for consumers previously 

authorized. If a consumer’s previous SAR(s) have been assigned to a particular MCO staff for review, the 

AlphaMCS system will take this information into account with the other standing rules in the routing 

process, and route the SAR to that MCO staff member.  This allows for consistency in review and added 

efficiency.  

The MCO staff that has now been assigned the SAR to review will see the pertinent information about 

the SAR along with the urgency level, review status and review time remaining in their SAR queue.  

When a staff member selects the SAR to review the AlphaMCS system retrieves the appropriate 

information needed for review and presents that information on a single screen to allow for the most 

complete and efficient review possible.  The information presented to the staff includes: 

o Presented on the base review screen 

 SAR 

 Past Authorizations /current authorizations /current authorization requests 
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 PCP/Service Plans 

 Clinical Documents 

 Consumer Demographics 

 Diagnostic profile 

 Clinical Guideline from MCO created library 

 Based on service and diagnosis 

 Service Definition from MCO created library 

 Clinical Tags including hospitalization and high risk 

 Communication from the provider related to the request 
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Service Authorization Request Review 

 

 

 

The MCO reviewer has the ability to review the SAR and presented information in a dynamic user 

interface that allows for all information to remain available on a single screen with the use of tiles.  This 

allows the reviewer to maximize and minimize each set of information and switch the SAR tiles as 

needed to review and write decision justification.  The dynamic user interface maximises efficiency and 

ensures that information is presented in a manner that assists in the review and does not result in 

information overload.  This also allows the reviewer to review the request in a single fluid action without 

the need to jump from the review screen  to other parts of the system to retrieve information needed to 

review the SAR.  

During the review, if the staff finds that they need additional information from the provider, they may 

use the additional information request (AIR) form to request information electronically from the 

provider.  Once the request for information is made the status of the SAR is set to “Waiting for 

information” but the review time continues.  The provider staff that submitted the request is notified via 

email and on the MyMCSportal that there has been a request for additional information made.  The 

provider may log in to the MyMCSportal and review the request.  At that time the provider may choose 

to provide additional information requested by the MCO or leave the request as is.  If the provider 

chooses to respond, the MCO staff is alerted that the AIR as been responded to and can continue the 

review.  If the AIR is not responded to and the review time is less than the MCO specified time limit, the 

status of the SAR is set back to Waiting Review and the SAR is marked to an urgent review status. 

After the MCO staff has reviewed the SAR they must make a decision to either approve the 

authorization or request a peer review from a qualified peer reviewer.  In either case the reviewer must 

document the decision justification on the SAR. 
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Service Authorization Request Review 

 

 

 

If the MCO reviewer decides that the request requires a peer review they are able to make that decision 

at the time of review.  The AlphaMCS system allows for the reviewer to either choose the peer to review 

the SAR or allow the MCO to determine peer review routing rules.  If the system is set to route the peer 

review request, it will apply the routing rules determined by the MCO combined with availability of the 

peer to route the request appropriately.  The routed SAR will appear in the Peer Review Qualified staff’s 

queue with the status of “Peer Review Requested” along with the urgency level and review time 

remaining.  The peer reviewer selects the SAR for review and is presented with the same set of 

information presented to the initial reviewer along with the justification given for requesting the peer 

review.  The peer reviewer has the option to request additional information from the provider using the 

same AIR form as the initial reviewer.  This process follows the same workflow as the initial reviewer 

additional information request.  The peer reviewer reviews all of the information and the original 

justification and can make the determination of denial or approval suggestion.  If the peer reviewer feels 

that they too need an additional review, they can provide justification for the additional outside review 

and assign it to an appropriate outside reviewer.  The outside reviewer will follow the same process for 

review and have access to the same information as the internal peer reviewer.  The final peer reviewer 

will either deny the SAR or suggest approval and provide justification.  If the peer reviewer decides to 

suggest approval the SAR is assigned back to the initial reviewer to finalize the approval.  This allows for 

the communication loop with the initial reviewer to be closed as well as provides information and 

training to assist the initial reviewer in future SAR reviews. 

 

If the qualified peer reviewer determines that the request does not meet medical necessity then they 

record the justification for the decision and deny the request.  The provider is then notified through 
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email that a SAR denial has been made and they can review the denial through the MyMCSportal.  The 

appropriate denial letter with appeal rights based on benefit plan of the consumer is generated and the 

MCO mails this letter to the consumer.  The consumer may choose to accept the denial or exercise their 

appeal rights if any exist.  If the consumer decides to appeal the decision they will follow the rules set 

out in the denial letter.  Once the MCO is notified of the appeal they will record the appeal in AlphaMCS 

and link the SAR(s) to the appeal.  The timeline of the appeal will start and the appeal will be assigned to 

the appropriate MCO staff to review.  Each step and justification is recorded in AlphaMCS.  If the 

reviewer determines that the decision should be overturned.  They will record their decision and 

justification and will suggest the approval.  The initial reviewer will be assigned the SAR to finalize the 

approval.  If the decision is upheld the reviewer will record the justification and the consumer will be 

notified by the MCO of the decision.  The date the letters to the consumer are sent must be recorded for 

all denied requests to ensure the task has been completed.  If the tasks are not completed on time the 

UM supervisor is notified via email that letters have not been sent out on time. 

 

If the SAR is approved by any level of review, the authorization is issued, by service, for the given 

timeframe.  The provider staff is notified via email and MyMCSportal that an authorization has been 

given.  They can log onto MyMCSportal to retrieve the authorization letter as well as an authorization 

download that can be used to import authorization data into the providers EHR/PM system.  At any time 

during the review process, a provider can check the status of any outstanding SAR and determine its 

point in the review process. 
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MyMCSportal SAR Status 
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AlphaMCS Denial and Appeal Process Workflow
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Provider Network 
 
Providers can be setup by MCO staff with the appropriate security and roles.  A provider is a single entity 
that may contain multiple administrative and service sites.  The provider record includes: 

 Provider Name 

 Provider addresses 

o Administrative 

o Contract 

o Payment 

o Billing Communication 

o Clinical Communication 

o Administrative Communication 

 NPI(s) and Taxonomy Codes 

 Tax Status and ID 

 License Number 

 Contact information 

 Notes 

 Specialties 

 Sites 

 Target Populations Served 

 Contract Details 
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Provider Record 

 
 
After the provider record has been created, each site for the provider must be created and assigned a 
type.  All of the same information for the provider can be specified at the site level along with specialties 
and accessibility information. 
 
The MCO staff can create a contract for the provider that specifies each service and the rate that a 

provider is contracted to perform by benefit plan and site.   Each service can be setup to use the current 

MCO rate schedule or a provider specific rate or a client specific rate.  Each service can also be setup to 

require an auth or not require prior authorization.  The services can be setup to have claim limits as well 

as be treated as shadow claims from the provider.  A provider can also have their contract limited to 

only be allowed to be able to provide services to a select set of clients.  If this option is used, the 

provider will only be able to be request or be given an authorization for those clients listed in their 

contract.  This allows for providers outside of the MCO’s normal network to be allowed to see clients 

due to location restrictions and not be presented as an option for other clients. 

Clinicians are setup as an individual record within AlphaMCS and can be linked to multiple providers.  

This allows for a single clinician to work for multiple providers, but have all services performed by that 

clinician monitored for fraud and abuse.  The clinician record tracks the clinician’s licensure, degrees and 

NPI numbers along with name, address, and contact information.  In order for a provider to bill using a 

clinicians NPI number, the clinician must be linked to that provider during the time period of the service. 
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AlphaMCS Provider Network Process Workflow
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Care Coordination Note Creation 
 

As an integrated system, AlphaMCS includes the ability to perform care coordination as an 

administrative function.  The care coordination staff members are assigned case loads of consumers to 

manage and have the ability to see the full array of information contained within AlphaMCS related to 

the care of the consumer.  An integral part of care coordination is detailed record keeping including 

consents, communication, service plans and progress.  The AlphaMCS system provides for all of these 

tasks to be performed within one system and for the care coordination staff and MCO Utilization 

Management (UM) staff to share information without duplication of effort.  The care coordination staff 

is presented with a unique user dashboard that utilizes Dynamic User Interface tiles to ensure the staff 

has the information they need to perform their tasks efficiently and comprehensively.  The staff is 

presented their alerts, caseload, tasks, appointments, favorite reports, pending notes and 

communication.  Selecting a client from the case load they are presented with several options.  They can 

go directly to the client chart, get a quick view of the client summary or create a progress note. 

Choosing to create a progress note takes them to a new screen that opens a new progress note in a slide 

out along with client specific tiles.  The presented information includes: 

o Presented on the base screen 

 Past Authorizations /current authorizations /current authorization requests 

 PCP/Service Plans 

 Clinical Documents 

 Consumer Demographics 

 Diagnostic profile 

 Clinical Tags including hospitalization and high risk 

 

The care coordinator can utilize any of this information to assist in creating the progress note.  The 

progress note can be started and saved for completion at a later time.  The saved notes can be retrieved 

from the pending notes on their dashboard.  The care coordinator completes the notes and indicates 

progress towards goals.  Once the note is complete, the care coordinator electronically signs the note 

using their four digit pin number and submits the note.  The AlphaMCS system verifies that the note 

contains all required information and completes the note submission.  If the note is not complete the 

user is notified of the incomplete section and asked to finish the note. 
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Care Coordination Note 

 

If the submitter has been marked to require note review, the assigned reviewer will have the note 

routed to their pending note queue and will receive notification of needing to review the note.  The 

reviewer can select the note and will see the same tiles that the note creator saw at time of note 

creation.  This will allow them to thoroughly and efficiently review the note.  If the reviewer feels the 

note is appropriate, they will electronically sign and submit the note using their four digit pin number.  If 

the reviewer finds that the note is not complete they will document their comments and can send the 

note back to the original submitter to correct/complete.  Once the note has been corrected/completed 

by the original submitter, the note is again sent to the reviewer for signoff.  This process can be 

repeated as many times as needed.  If the note has been completed and there is additional information 

or corrections that need to be made, the care coordinator can utilize the addendum form to document 

any additions or corrections to the note.  The original note will be maintained and the addendum(s) will 

be added to the record along with date and user audit stamps.  All progress notes created by the care 

coordinator will become clinical documentation for the consumer. 
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Care Coordinator Appointments 

 

 

The AlphaMCS system also allows the MCO to track SIS information including SIS assessment date, 

scoring and next assessment date.  Integration to SISonline using web services allows for the initiation of 

the SIS and retrieval of the final documentation stored at SISonline.  In addition to SIS tracking, the MCO 

is able to maintain a registry of unmet needs as well as Innovations waiver slot tracking.   
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Service plan process 
 
 
Providers can submit various service plans to the MCO for review and approval through the 
MyMCSportal.  To do this they simply select service plan submission for a consumer and complete the 
basic service plan submission data sheet that will specify the type of plan, effective dates, consumer and 
if it is a new plan or an update to a current plan.  The provider uploads the service plan document to be 
submitted and completes the submission be entering the name and contact information for questions. 
 
The MCO can determine if they want the AlphaMCS system to route the service plan to the appropriate 
reviewer using predetermined routing rules or manually assign the plans to a reviewer.  If the service 
plans are manually assigned, the MCO staff will select from a general plan queue and assign the 
appropriate reviewer.  If the system is set to make routing determination then the system will apply the 
configured rules combined with workload and availability and will assign the reviewer appropriately.  
The reviewer will see the plans to review in their queue with a status, MCO review timeline, and urgency 
level.  The staff selects the plan to review and the AlphaMCS system pulls pertinent information needed 
to complete the review.  The tiles presented include: 

 Primary Screen 

o Versions of the current service plan/PCP previously submitted 

o Previous service plans/PCP 

o Current Authorizations and Services 

o Clinical Tags 

o Diagnostic Profile 

o Client Demographics 

o Current pending SARs 
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Plan Review 

 
 
The reviewer uses the information available and the MCO determined review rules to approve or deny 
the service plan.  If the service plan is approved then the provider is notified and the service plan 
becomes an active service plan for the consumer.  This will be used in subsequent service authorization 
request reviews.  The provider is notified and can then submit authorization requests to the MCO using 
the SAR process.  If the plan does not meet the MCO’s rules and is not approved, the reviewer must 
document justification for the decision. The provider is notified of the status by email and through the 
MyMCSportal that the plan was not approved.   The provider can choose to review the MCO’s decision 
justification and make revisions to the service plan.  The new version of the service plan is then 
submitted to the MCO using the MyMCSportal service plan submission process.  This will create a new 
version of the plan for review by the MCO staff that reviewed the previously submitted version.  All 
versions of the plan are maintained and can be reviewed by the reviewer.  This process can repeat as 
many times as needed to complete a plan that meets the MCO’s standards.  The service plan approval 
does not result in an authorization of service.  It is a prerequisite to the SAR process if required by the 
MCO. 
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AlphaMCS Service Plan Process Workflow 
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Claims Process 
 

Claims can come into the AlphaMCS system in multiple ways.  A provider may directly enter the claims in 

a familiar CMS-1500 or UB-04 format through the MyMCSportal.  The provider simply selects the type of 

claim they would like to submit and chooses the client they have served.  The client selection is based on 

a set of secure search combinations that prevents inappropriate access.  The provider staff can create 

new claims from a blank form or by utilizing a previous claim as a template to improve data entry 

efficiency.  Providers can utilize the claim submission form to submit multiple services for the same 

client on one claim form.  If a provider starts a claim submission and gets interrupted or cannot 

complete the claim entry, they can save the claim form and complete it later.  Saved claim forms will 

remain active for 14 days.   Incomplete claims will be marked for deletion if the provider does not 

modify or complete the submission in 14 days.  The provider can submit the claim form for processing at 

which time the AlphaMCS system will validate that all required fields have been properly completed.  If 

there is an issue with the submission, the provider will be alerted and instructed to correct the issue.  If 

allowed by the MCO, the provider may choose to mail the claim on an acceptable claim form.  The MCO 

staff will use the internal Direct Data Entry (DDE) in AlphaMCS to enter the claim for the provider.  The 

provider is able to see the status of the claim regardless of the method of entry through the 

MyMCSportal.   
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CMS 1500 Direct Data Entry 

 

 

The provider is also able to submit claims using standard transaction sets of 837P and 837I where 

appropriate for the service rendered.  The provider submits these files using any FTP client capable of 

SFTP.  Providers may also choose to submit claims utilizing the MCO’s approved clearinghouse.  Once 

the 837 file is uploaded, the file is picked up and processed utilizing the Ingenix Faciledi in-stream 

validation appliance.  The Faciledi appliance can process 200,000 claims per hour and is hosted on a 

highly available VM at peak10.  In a few minutes after file submission, the provider receives a 997 

functional response file.  If the MCO chooses, the provider will also receive an 824 response file that 

contains human readable results of the claims file validation process.  In the event that there are errors 

found in the claim file, only those claims that contain errors will be rejected and the remaining clean 

claims will continue on to the AlphaMCS system.  This allows the provider to only be concerned with 

resubmitting the rejected claims and not the entire claim file.  The MCO may choose to create custom 

procedure code and subscriber lists that can be validated at time of submission to prevent invalid claims 

from entering the AlphaMCS system. 
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Faciledi Routing Process 
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Faciledi File View 
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Faciledi Unit View 
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Faciledi Processing Reports 

 

 

Clean claims that have been submitted to the AlphaMCS system through the MyMCSportal or 837 begin 

the claims adjudication process.  The AlphaMCS system begins by matching the provider NPI to the 

appropriate provider.  The client is then matched using the policy numbers and other internal 

identification codes.  If the system is unable to match the provider or the client by the supplied 

information on the claim, the adjudication process stops and the claim is marked as an exception.  The 

claim is marked as denied and sent back to the submitter on the Remittance Advice and 835 with the 

reason code.  If the client is not covered by the MCO, but can be matched using the state global 

eligibility file, the claim is denied and the reason code on the Remittance Advice give the provider notice 

that the claim should be filed with another MCO.  In the event of a matching exception, a staff member 

has the option to manually match the client and/or provider and allow the claim to continue to be 

processed.  No changes are made to the claim submitted and the original exception is maintained for 

auditing purposes.  System matched and manually matched claims continue through the claims 

adjudication process to the second level of data verification.  All codes on the claims are verified to be 

valid for services covered by the MCO.  If the code combinations are invalid, the adjudication process 

stops and the claim is denied given the appropriate HIPAA standard reason and remark codes.  Clean 

claims proceed to the third level of validation.  In the third level of the validation, claims are validated 

for duplication, timely filing rules, medically unlikely edits (MUE), valid authorizations, client benefit plan 

coverage, provider contracts and budget limits, clinician based service information including verification 

of the credentials and linkage of the clinician to the provider.  If any validation issues occur the 

adjudication process stops and the claim is denied noting the appropriate HIPAA standard reason and 
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remark codes.  Clean claims proceed to the fourth level of claims processing that check for TPL 

information and referring provider requirements.  If the claim is found to be invalid at this level the 

adjudication process stops and the claim is denied given the appropriate HIPAA standard reason and 

remark codes.  Clean claims are approved and adjusted to the appropriate contracted rate with the 

appropriate HIPAA standard reason and remark codes.   

If during the MCO’s standard auditing process of sample claims or denied claim level, the MCO needs to 
review the claim, the staff can find the claim using multiple search criteria including the line item control 
number submitted by the provider.  The MCO staff member selects the claim to review and the 
AlphaMCS system pulls the pertinent data that will assist the staff in reviewing the claim. The tiles 
presented include: 

 Primary Screen 

o Claim History for the Client 

o Active authorizations for the client 

o Provider Contracts 

o Clinical Tags 

o Diagnostic Profile 

o Client Demographics 

o Duplicate Claims 

o Target Populations 

o Research Comments 

 

The MCO staff can utilize the data presented to review the claim for appropriateness.  If the reviewer 
decides that the claim is appropriate they can correct or request a correction to the data stored in the 
AlphaMCS system to allow the claim to process correctly.  After the information in the AlphaMCS system 
is corrected, the MCO staff can reprocess the claim using the current data/rules.  If the claim needs to 
be approved without changing the rules based on an MCO decision, the staff member with appropriate 
rights can approve the claim with documented justification.  The manual approval is recorded and will 
appear on the claims audit report as manually approved. 
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Claims Review 

 

 

 

 

The MCO may choose to pay the claim prior to sending the shadow claim on to another payer like IPRS 

or may choose to hold the claim until the other payer has responded with an approval.  Claims that are 

required to be sent to another payer are collected and the appropriate 837 claim file is created and sent 

to the appropriate payer.  835 files from the other payer are received and processed by the AlphaMCS 

system.  Approved claims are updated as payable and an invoice is sent to the MCO’s Accounts Payable 

system for payment to the provider.  If a previous claim has already been sent for payment ahead of a 

denial or recoupment, the claim is updated as a denied claim with the reason for the denial and a credit 

memo is sent to the MCO’s AP system to be applied to future payments or repayment from the 

provider. 
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Paid Invoices and applied credit memos are sent back to the AlphaMCS system through an automated 

process.  The corresponding claims are updated with the payment information.  On the MCO’s 

designated check write schedule, all paid and denied claims processed during the processing dates are 

gathered and an electronic remittance advice is created and available for download by the provider 

through the MyMCSportal.  AlphaMCS creates an 835 for those providers and clearinghouses that are 

capable of processing the transaction set. 

A provider can look-up the status of any claim during the claims process and see the current step the 

claim is at in the adjudication process. 

In the event that a previously approved claim needs to be adjusted, a provider may submit a 

reversal/replacement claim within the MCO determined timeframe.  This can be submitted using an 837 

or through the MyMCSportal.  The previous claim reference number provided by the MCO must be 

referenced along with the appropriate bill type code.  The AlphaMCS system receives and validates the 

claim for completeness in the same manner as a new claim.  If the provider submits through an 837 the 

claim may be included in the same 837 as standard claims and will be validated through the Faciledi in-

stream validation appliance.  The clean reversal and replacement claims are then sent to the AlphaMCS 

system for adjudication.  The AlphaMCS system utilizes the reference number to match to the previous 

claim.  If the claim cannot be matched using the supplied reference number, the adjudication process 

stops and the claim is denied with the appropriate HIPAA denial and remark reasons.  If the claim is 

matched, the previous claim is denied and if paid, a credit memo is sent to the MCO’s AP system for 

processing.  If the claim is only a reversal, the process stops successfully.  If the claim is a replacement 

claim, a new claim line is created with the new replacement claim and processed through the same 

adjudication rules as a standard claim. 

Emergency Department claims can be submitted to the AlphaMCS system by way of the DDE or by 837.  

These claims are routed based on Bill Type and Place of service and subject to standard claims 

processing rule validation appropriate for ED claims.  After the claim passes the claims edits it is placed 

in Manual Review status for final review and decision by the MCO staff.  Services that are available on 

the ED Service Matrix will present with a rate that is calculated based on the HRRCR (RCC multiplier) 

code in the provider’s contract, service type percentage and the rate in the base ED rate schedule or the 

provider’s contract.  If no rate is available the MCO can make a decision on the pay rate of that 

individual service limited by the max billable amount.  High cost claims follow a similar process to the ED 

claims and require a manual review but do not calculate against the HRRCR for rate setting.  
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AlphaMCS Claims Adjustment Process Workflow
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Grievance Tracking 

The AlphaMCS system allows the MCO to track grievances that are submitted in writing, email or phone.  

Based on the MCO’s grievance process, users enter the grievance into AlphaMCS with the ability to track 

the grievance details including relationship to a consumer, provider or the MCO and specific staff 

members.  Grievances that are related to a specific staff member are hidden from that staff member by 

default to ensure that the grievance is handled by a neutral party.  Grievances in the AlphaMCS system 

can be assigned to a specific person in the MCO by the person recording the grievance or can be 

assigned to a customer service queue.  If the grievance is assigned to a specific MCO staff member for 

review, they are notified by email and will see the new grievance on their queue.  MCO customer service 

staff may pull the grievance from the queue and follow-up on the grievance.  All follow-up 

documentation is recorded and supporting documentation can be uploaded and attached to the 

grievance to ensure a complete record is kept.  The MCO can determine timelines to resolution and 

grievance levels to be followed.  The MCO staff selects the grievance and takes ownership of the record.  

The staff follows the MCO review and follow-up rules and records findings and all documentation in the 

record.  This information is communicated to the person that submitted the grievance.  Communication 

of the decision is recorded on the record along with date and communication method.   

If the person submitting the grievance does not accept the decision they may submit an appeal 

following the MCO’s appeal process.  Appeals are recorded and linked to the original grievance and 

move to the next level of review.  The MCO staff assigned to the next level is notified that an appeal has 

been requested.  The staff member reviews the grievance and appeal following the MCO’s appeal 

review process and records findings.  The decision is again communicated to the submitter of the 

grievance and the time and communication method are recorded.  This process may be repeated 

moving up a review level until the appeal rights have been completed or the person accepts the decision 

given.  

AlphaMCS Grievance Tracking Process Workflow
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Grievance Tracking Entry 
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CDW Process 

Based on NC requirements, the AlphaMCS system tracks all state required CDW reporting elements.  

Any addition or change to a CDW data point triggers the AlphaMCS system to report the information to 

the state at the next scheduled update.  At the MCO’s set schedule, the AlphaMCS system creates a 

CDW data file that includes all new and updated records to be sent to the state.  Once the file is created 

the MCO is notified by email that a new CDW data file is ready to be sent to the state.  It is 

recommended that the MCO utilize a distribution group to ensure that multiple staff is notified that the 

file is ready to be sent.  The MCO staff member encrypts the file using the state supplied PGP key and 

FTP’s the file to the state system.  They may choose to utilize the test server at the state to verify the file 

that is being sent.  If the staff utilizes the test server they can retrieve the test file error results and 

upload the error file to the AlphaMCS system specifying that the results were from test.  This will result 

in the errors being read and identified to the staff for correction approval.  When the staff member 

approves the error corrections, the AlphaMCS system will recreate the entire file with the corrected 

records.  If the staff did not utilize the test server, they will upload the error file and after approving the 

corrections, only the modified records will be created in a new file to be sent to the state.  In the event 

that a record cannot be corrected by the AlphaMCS system due to underlying issues with data, the staff 

member can modify the record with the corrected data and then approve the corrected record to be 

sent to the state. 

As a secondary process to ensure the maximum level of synchronization with the MCO and the state, 

the MCO can utilize the CDW data dump process.  The MCO staff requests a CDW data dump from the 

state and uploads the files to the AlphaMCS system.  The system then compares the current data on 

hand at the state with the data in the AlphaMCS system.  Any discrepancy is flagged for processing and a 

“Clean-up” file is created to be sent to the state.  The MCO staff is notified when the file is ready to be 

sent by email to the distribution group.  Any errors that may be encountered in processing the clean-up 

file at the state will follow the same process as a new CDW data error file. 
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CDW PROCESS DATA OVERVIEW – Runs each night  
Note: stored procedure names are highlighted in red an explained in detailed steps in 
subsequent pages. The first stored procedure is the one called by the job. 
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asp_cdw_process_data 
Overview: This is the procedure called by asp_cdw_check_req_q if a request has 
been initiated to generate a CDW Test File. The process checks for newly active 
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patients to insert new data about, active patients to send new and updated 
records for, discharged patients to send discharge records for. It also sends 
corrected records for any errors that have been flagged for correction or manually 
corrected by the end user.  The steps are as follows: 

1. Get the LMEID for the MCO – this identifies their records to the state 

2. Get the batch number by incrementing the max batch number by one 

3. Get the last run date, called @lastRun, of the last CDW file generation. This 

serves as a reference to find records that have been updated 

4. Create temp table to hold discharges #tmpDischarge. The fields for this 

record can be found in cdwtechspecsv1.12.pdf 

5. Insert into #tmpDischarge patients discharged since the last run by finding 

expired State insurance records. Defined by any state insurance records 

whose end date is less than or equal to @lastRun. 

6. Delete from #tmpDischarge any patients that have already been discharge, 

by finding the existence of the discharge record in tb_cdw_out 

7. Get the data to construct the transaction string to send to the state. 

Description of the data can be found in cdwdatadictionaryv1.10.pdf (state 

document). Data comes from tb_patients, tb_pat_ins, and tb_enrollments 

8. Now, get patients who have become active since the last run date. Do do 

this, find patients whose insurance records have become effective since 

@lastRun. Store in #tmpNewlyActive 

9. Get patients who are in admission/discharge error from the last file send. 

When the state sends back an error that a patient is not in 

admission/discharge status, they need to be admitted. Store in 

#tmpAdmitErr 

10. Get the currently active patients and store in #tmpActive. These are any 

patients whose insurance is currently between the effective and end dates 

of the insurance record 

11. Create table #tmpID  to store records to send to state. Identity records map 

the AlphaMCS primary key to the State’s primary key (called 

client_number).  

12. Insert into #tmpID ‘10’ to indicate an identity record and the patient id of 

the newly active patient. 
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13. Get the data to construct the id record from tb_patients. First, try to get 

the data from the field pat_uid. If it’s not there, construct the unique id for 

the patient. 

14. Create table #tmpScreening to store screening (aka enrollment) records. 

15. Get new screening records for newly active patients, making sure the 

enrollment record has been processed, is an active record, and is not 

already stored in tb_cdw_out 

16. Get new screening records for patients that were previously in 

admission/discharge error. 

17. Update any existing screening records for active patients by checking that 

the last update date of the screening record is greater than @lastRun, the 

last run date of the CDW File process. 

18. Construct the transaction string by inserting data into #tmpScreening the 

data taken from AlphaMCS tables tb_enrollments,  

19. Create table #tmpDemographics to store the demographics records. This 

record is important because it admits the patient. 

20. Insert the newly active patients with a ‘11’ record 

21. Insert the patients in admission error with a ‘11’ record 

22. Now put the patients from #tmpAdmitError in #tmpNewlyActive, so we can 

treat them as any other newly active patient 

23. Get the data to fill in the fields for #tmpDemographics, which will be used 

to construct the transaction string to send to the State 

24. Create the table #tmpDiag to store diagnostics data about the patient. 

25. Get new diagnostic records for newly active patients and insert them as a 

’13,’ along with the pat_id, pat_dx_id, and date of insert into #tmpDiag. 

26. Insert new diagnostics for currently active patients by searching for 

diagnostic records that have been inserted since @lastRun and are not yet 

in tb_cdw_out 

27. Get updated diagnostic records for currently active patients and insert as a 

’33.’ Detect updated diag records by searching for records in tb_pat_diags 

that already exist in tb_cdw_out but whose last update date is greater than 

the transaction date of the existing record. 
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28. Get the data to construct the transaction string by pulling fields from 

tb_pat_diags and other relevant tables. 

29. Create the temp table #tmpSA, to hold substance abuse records 

30. Get new SA records for newly active patients 

31. Get new SA records for active patients by searching for records inserted 

since @lastRun that do not already exist in tb_cdw_out 

32. Get updated SA records for current admissions by searching for SA records 

whose last update date is greater than the transaction date of the existing 

record 

33. Get an SA update record, ‘37’ for discharged SA patients, as required by the 

State by searching for discharged patients who have an existing SA record 

in tb_cdw_out 

34. Get the data to construct the transaction string to the state by searching in 

tb_pat_sas and other relevant table to fill in #tmpSA. 

35. MRN CROSSWALK – this step searches in tb_pat_mrn for any patients 

whose patient id does not match their MRN number. Some MCO’s have 

used MRN numbers to identify patients with the State in the past, so it is 

necessary to use the MRN number as the client_number instead of the 

patient id 

36. Next, we concatenate the fields from the temp tables and insert them into 

tb_cdw_out, flagging the records as test=1, sent = 0 to indicate that they 

are being sent to the State’s test CDW server and are not yet ready to go to 

the State’s production CDW Server 

 
 

asp_cdw_generate_test_file 
Overview: This is the procedure called by asp_cdw_check_req_q  after 
asp_cdw_process data has run.  It generates a CDW File to send to the State’s test 
server. The steps are: 

1. Increment the batch number in tb_cdw_out_header by one 

2. Insert header record into tb_txt_out 

3. Insert the test records into tb_txt_out from tb_cdw_out by searching for 

records where test = 1 and sent = 0 and test_dt is null 
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4. Remove any empty lines from tb_txt_out 

5. Insert the trailer record 

6. Get the outgoing cdw/test/ directory to save the file in  

7. Construct the file name and save the file 

8. Set the processed bit and date in tb_cdw_out_header 

9. For all test records, timestamp the test date to indicate they have been 

processed for test 

 
asp_process_error_files 
 Overview: This is the procedure called directly by the job that runs each morning 
at 10am. The steps are as follows: 

1. Get the location of the error directory and archive directory from 

tb_sys_parameters 

2. Use a shell command to scan the directory for files ending in err.dat 

3. If no files exist, exit the procedure 

4. For each file found, get the full file name, but strip out the extension .err, 

so that the file name can be matched to the test file sent 

5. Get the batch number of the original file sent to the state test server from 

tb_cdw_out_header 

6. Insert the batch number, filiename, and date into tb_cdw_errors_header to 

track the error file name, batch and process date 

7. Call asp_cdw_process_error_data, passing in the full file name and batch 

number 

8. Upon success, move the error file to the archive directory 

9. Call asp_cdw_generate_productoin file to create a file that does not 

contain errors 

asp_cdw_process_error_data 
Overview: This is the procedure called by asp_cdw_process_error_files  It saves 
the data in the error files sent back from the State CDW Test server and flags 
records in tb_cdw_out that contain errors.  Here are the steps: 

1. Create a temp table, #temp_error_text to store the error data temporarily 

2. Delete any warnings, error numbers that contain the letter ‘W’ 
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3. Parse out the cdw_type, patient id, and error text from the error 

transaction string sent back from state. Insert into tb_cdw_errors_det, 

along with the batch number 

4. Match the erorrs strings with the transaction strings sent from tb_cdw_out, 

as follows: 

a. Match identity, demographic, and discharge records by patient id 

and batch number only 

b. Match diagnostic records by batch number, patient id, transaction 

date and diagnostic code 

c. Match SA records by batch number, patient id, transaction date, and 

SA code 

5. Automatically ignore ‘record exists’ errors by flagging them with a stat_id of 

1, which means ignore 

6. Flag ‘consumer not in adm/discharge’ status with a stat_id of 4. Stat_id of 4 

means special processing will occur in asp_cdw_process_data. With this 

type of error, it’s possible to simply generate a ‘11’ admission record and 

then flag all subsequent records for resubmission, since no records will be 

accepted by the State if the patient is not in admission status 

 

Note that there’s room for more automatic error handling in this 

procedure, using a stat_id of 4. As different types of errors are analyzed, it’s 

possible to learn how to automatically handle them. 

 

asp_cdw_generate_production_file 
Overview: This is the procedure called by asp_process_error_files. After error files 
are detected and records in tb_cdw_out are flagged if they are in error, we then 
generate a CDW File for the State production server that does not contain errors. 
Note that this process depends on receiving an error file. So, if it’s necessary to 
generate a production file from test records, you would have to do it manually 
using the steps below. The steps are: 

1. Pass in the cdw file name that has been sent to test 

2. Retrieve the batch number from tb_cdw_out_header where test = 1, 

production = 0 and the filename matches 
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3. Insert header into tb_txt_out 

4. Get the cdw/out directory and generate the file name, which should match 

the name of the test file 

5. Update tb_cdw_out_header by setting the production bit to 1, and 

timestamping the processed date 

6. Update the recrods in tb_cdw_out, flaging sent = 1 and the sent_dt to 

indicate they have been sent to production. 

 
CDW ERROR SCREEN 
In this example, we’ve filtered the CDW Errors received by batch number. The name of the 
error file is retrieved from tb_cdw_error_header. The procedure that searches for the error 
files in tb_cdw_error_header is asp_sel_cdw_error_list 

 

 
We pass the batch number into asp_sel_cdw_error_list, which pulls the top 150 errors that 
have not yet been worked through by the end user.  
 
The CDW Error Detail screen, shown below, allows the end user to ignore the record, manually 
enter a new transaction screen, or re-send the record from data that’s been corrected in 
AlphaMCS. 
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 The end user marks each record accordingly, and the stat_id of the error is flagged in 
tb_cdw_errors_detail by the procedure asp_iu_cdw_error_process_data.  Once the error has 
been flagged as such, it can be processed by asp_cdw_process_data, as explained in preceding 
pages.  
 
Depending on the status of the error, the associated cdw record will be processed as such: 

 Stat Id of 0: a record that has been stored in tb_cdw_errors_det but has not yet been 

processed by the end user 

 Stat ID of 1: ignore the error. The record in tb_cdw_out will remain as it and the record 

will not be manipulated or resent 

 Stat ID of 2: Resend from Data: The user has corrected data in AlphaMCS which will 

correct the CDW Transaction string when it is reconstructed. Therefore in 

asp_cdw_process_data, a new record will be created in tb_cdw_out 

 Stat ID of 3: Resend from String: The user has manually entered the transaction string 

to send to the State. A new record will be inserted into tb_cdw_out which contains the 

manually entered transaction string. 

 Stat ID of 4: The user will never see a CDW Error record of this status, as it has been 

flagged for automatic handling. 

 Stat ID of 5: The error record has been processed. 
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